Technical note: a physical phantom for assessment of accuracy of deformable alignment algorithms.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of a simple deformable phantom as a QA tool for testing and validation of deformable image registration algorithms. A diagnostic thoracic imaging phantom with a deformable foam insert was used in this study. Small plastic markers were distributed through the foam to create a lattice with a measurable deformation as the ground truth data for all comparisons. The foam was compressed in the superior-inferior direction using a one-dimensional drive stage pushing a flat "diaphragm" to create deformations similar to those from inhale and exhale states. Images were acquired at different compressions of the foam and the location of every marker was manually identified on each image volume to establish a known deformation field with a known accuracy. The markers were removed digitally from corresponding images prior to registration. Different image registration algorithms were tested using this method. Repeat measurement of marker positions showed an accuracy of better than 1 mm in identification of the reference marks. Testing the method on several image registration algorithms showed that the system is capable of evaluating errors quantitatively. This phantom is able to quantitatively assess the accuracy of deformable image registration, using a measure of accuracy that is independent of the signals that drive the deformation parameters.